Employee Spotlight – Dan Wilhelm
How long have you been working at RT New Day?

I am in my second year with RT New Day, having joined the Environmental
and Construction Professional Practice July of 2018. Prior to RT New Day, I
was with a regional retail agency for three years managing commercial
claims and accounts for the agency. Before that, I held managerial
positions within the insurance, investment and banking industries.

As an Account Manager, what are your primary
responsibilities?

My primary focus is supporting the teams’ Site Pollution (Pollution Legal
Liability – PLL) and combined casualty (General Liability Pollution Legal
Liability – GL PLL) accounts. That includes managing the day-to-day needs
of our partner brokers and their clients, providing coverage assessments, and assisting in
underwriting or placement efforts with our carriers. Beyond that, I am here to support our
consultants in any way I can in the continued growth of RT New Day.

What do you find to be the most enjoyable parts of your job?

The people, the risks, and the challenges of placing coverage are the most enjoyable parts of my job.
The people I work with are truly the best around, both at RT New Day and our partners. They make
coming to work every day that much easier. Environmental risks and exposures are in a category of
their own. In one call, we could be working on coverage for a chemical manufacturer and in the
next, a crude oil pipeline. Each account and day is different from the one before it, which makes it a
fascinating place to be.

How do you like to spend your spare time when you are not at RT New Day?
My wife and I recently purchased a new home, so right now, home ownership takes up most of my
free time. I like to be outdoors hiking or camping as much as possible. Whenever I can, I try to
make time to drop a line chasing stripers in the surf or bass in a lake. Being able to sneak in 18
holes is always a treat too.

